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Executive summary
The review of best practices is the last step in the assessment of the state of the art of energy
cooperation in industrial parks that has been the core activity of work package 1 of the SPARCS project.
A best practice in the context of S-PARCS can be defined as a successful solution, which has
been tested, validated and implemented in an industrial park context, and is considered to
have high potential for replicability. The goal is to identify real-life examples of the solutions
listed in D1.1. S-PARCS solution inventory, to help Lighthouse Parks improve their energy
efficiency through collaborative approaches. Therefore, the best practice selection criteria
used by S-PARCS are as follows:
-

Meeting the demand
Successful implementation
Cooperative approach
Replicability and scalability

26 best practice candidates that fulfil the above listed criteria have been identified in the
Lighthouse Parks, the Follower Community and other parks outside the S-PARCS project, and
are briefly described in this deliverable. They provide a pool of real-life examples of the different
types of cooperative solutions identified in D.1.1., namely energy infrastructure and
installations, information and communication technologies, logistics and mobility, managerial
actions, and contractual instruments. The assessment of the four selection criteria led to the
identification of the following best ten best practices:
Table 1-1 Cooperative energy efficiency in industrial parks – The best ten cases
Title

Location

Type of solution

1

Wastewater treatment plant with
phytoremediation plant and solar power
plant

Consorzio Ponterosso, San Vito al
Tagliamento (Pordenone), Friuli-VeneziaGiulia, Italy

Managerial actions

2

Rubí Brilla

Rubí (Catalunya, Spain)

Managerial actions,
Contractual instruments

3

Joint purchase of electricity – Spanish
Foundry Association (FEAF)

Spain

Contractual instruments

4

Underground thermal energy storage
(UTES)

Nydalen Industrial Park, Norway

Energy infrastructures and
installations

5

Industry Park of Sweden (IPOS)

Helsingborg, Sweden

Energy infrastructures and
installations

6

Chemiepark Linz utility monitoring
system

Chemiepark Linz, Linz, Upper Austria,
Austria

Information and
communication
technologies (ICTs)
Contractual instruments

7

Transport reduction in Tarragona
petrochemical park

Industrial Complex of Tarragona, Spain

Logistics and Mobility

8

Harjavalta Industrial Eco-Park

Harjavalta, Finland

Energy infrastructures and
installations
Managerial actions

9

Joint management in La Torre park

La Torre park, Martorell, Barcelona (Spain)

Managerial actions

Joint energy purchasing Industrial Park
Association of Asturias

Asturias, Spain

Contractual instruments

10
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This repository of best practices aims to work as a pool of ideas and alternatives to shape and
undertake energy cooperation activities in the S-PARCS Lighthouse parks. Being a public
deliverable, D1.3 does not reveal any sensitive or confidential information that the partners
have learnt about the best practices. This kind of information is kept as background material
for the partners to better understand the funding mechanisms, governance, possible business
models, etc. of the energy cooperation solutions that better match with the expectations and
opportunities identified in the Lighthouse parks under WP5 Industrial Parks – Support for
enhancing energy cooperation. When needed, i.e. if lighthouse or follower parks will aim to
replicate this kind of solution, partners will assess and study further some of the best practices
through additional desk research and/or interviews by assessing the economic and
environmental benefits, the effectiveness, the efficiency and the replicability and scalability.
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1 Introduction
Task 1.3. Identification of best practice options for energy cooperation in industrial parks is the
last step in the assessment of the state of the art of energy cooperation in industrial parks
undertaken in work package 1 of the S-PARCS project. The goal is to identify and document
examples of best practice in energy cooperation and mutualised energy service mechanisms,
with a high-degree of replicability. In short, it is about pinpointing real-life examples of the
solutions listed in D1.1. S-PARCS solution inventory.
D1.3. Review of best practices and methodological approaches – Criteria and solutions
describes the methodology and criteria to identify best practice candidates and to scrutinise
the 10 best ones, which reflects the expectations of the Lighthouse Parks. Next, it provides a
list and a brief description of 26 best practice candidates and explains how the scoring
methodology has worked to select the 10 best cases.
Being a public deliverable, the overview of the best practice candidates does not reveal any
sensitive or confidential information. If available, this kind of information is kept as background
material for the partners to, amongst others, elaborate D2.2. Instruments and related business
models for the S-PARCS Lighthouse Parks and to explore and shape energy cooperation
activities in WP5: Industrial Parks – Support for enhancing energy cooperation1.

1

D2.2 and D5.3 are just for the members of the consortium (including the Commission Services)
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2 Methodology
A best practice is not only a practice that is good, but also a practice that has already been
implemented in the “real-world” and has demonstrable track record to work and produce good
results. It can be defined as a successful solution, which has been tested, validated and
implemented in an industrial park context, and is considered to have high potential for
replicability. In the context of S-PARCS, best practices are examples of the implementation of
the solutions listed in D1.1. which are aimed to increase energy efficiency in industrial parks
through energy cooperation and mutualised energy service mechanisms.
The best practice identification is conducted by utilising a step-wise method (see Figure 2-1),
starting with the identification and the brief description of a compendium of best practice
candidates, which are evaluated and scored against a set of selection criteria that have been
decided according the Lighthouse Parks’ expectations. Based on the results, the most
adequate ten best practices are selected.
Figure 2-1 Steps for identifying S-PARCS best practise solutions

Step 1: Elaboration of a long-list of solutions
This step is aimed at identifying solutions that can be considered as candidates for best
practice solutions. The best practice candidates included in the long-list need to fulfil the criteria
listed in the following Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1: Selection criteria
Selection
criterion

Description

A

Meeting
demand

B

Successfully
implemented

The best practice is by definition a practice that has already been implemented
with demonstrable positive environmental and/or economic impact.

C

Cooperative
approach

Benefit of the best practice solution is achieved only by a joint or shared
approach, involving two or more companies/participating organisations.

D

Replicability
and scalability

The best practice solution must show high potential for replication in different
contexts and implementation in different scales.

the

The best practice solution matches the categories of the solution inventory
(D.1.1) elaborated based on the needs of the industrial parks and companies
involved.

Following the criteria A-D, a long list of best practice solutions was elaborated with the active
contribution of the S-PARCS partners, based on the sources listed in Table 2-2. The partners
used the fiche in Table 2-3 to propose best practice candidates:
Table 2-2: Sources to elaborate the long list of best practice candidates
SOURCE
D1.1 S-PARCS Solution Inventory

WHO
RINA-C

Solutions implemented in the S-PARCS Lighthouse
Parks

All

Solutions implemented in industrial parks identified
through the project partners’ rich network in the
industrial community within the EU and in an
international context

All

Solutions identified based on experiences and
knowledge from past/ongoing projects and
initiatives

All

Solutions implemented in the S-PARCS Follower
Community

KHAS, EQY and All
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Table 2-3: Fiche for best practice candidate.
Fiche for SPARCS best practice candidate
Title:

[Insert title of the initiative]

Location:

[Insert name of the industrial park, city, region and country]

Timing:

[Insert indication of when the initiative started]

Type of solution:

[Select based on solution types of D1.1 i.e.
►

New physical installations

►

Information and communication technologies (ICTs)

►

Logistics and Mobility

►

Managerial actions

►

Contractual instruments]

Solution category:

[Insert a solution category(ies) based on Annex 1]

Summary:

[Insert a brief description max. 100 words]

Selection criteria:

A: Meeting the demand

[Insert evaluation score:
0 – Not applicable / unknown for the S-PARCS partners,
1 – The solution is meeting the needs only to certain extent,
2 – The solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree,
3 – The solution is identified as having high strategic importance.]

B: Successfully
implemented

[Insert evaluation score:
0 – Not applicable / unknown for the S-PARCS partners,
1 – The solution is implemented but so far, its impacts are limited or not
known/assessed,
2 – The solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits,
3 – The solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits.]

C: Cooperative approach

[Insert evaluation score:
0 – Not applicable / unknown for the S-PARCS partners,
1 – The solution has been achieved through a joint approach of 2
organisations,
2 – The solution has been achieved through a joint approach of 3-5
organisations,
3 – The solution has been achieved through a joint approach of more
than 5 organisations.]

D: Replicability and
scalability

Insert evaluation score:
0 – Not applicable / unknown for the S-PARCS partners,
1 – The solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so (e.g.
depends on boundary conditions),
2 – The solution is moderately replicable and/or scalable,
3 – The solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or is
scalable.

Justification:

[Insert a brief text justifying the assessment against the selection criteria i.e. explain why this solution
is a best practice]
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Step 2: Selection of 10 best practice solutions
The long-list of solutions was ranked based on the scoring against the selection criteria. In
addition, the selection considered achieving a balanced compendium of best practice solutions
in terms of sector and solution type. The final selection was circulated to the consortium
members for comments and final validation.

3 Identification of best practice candidates
Best practice candidates are examples of the types of solutions listed in D1.1. S-PARCS
solutions inventory. Below a brief description of each category is given. Annex 1 contains a
detailed description of the solutions under each category.
Energy Infrastructures and Installations: The main feature of the solutions under this
category is that they require the installation of a new element in the park related to energy
purposes. The most traditional energy efficient technologies are renewable energy plants,
thermal and electrical storages, waste heat recovery technologies, etc. and the focus is on the
advantages deriving from a cooperative approach in their installation, management and
cooperative purchasing.
Information and communication technologies (ICTs): Information and Communications
Technologies (ICTs) can play a substantial role in improving the energy performance of
companies and parks both by the implementation of effective solutions that take advantage of
the energy interactions between all the elements included in them and by guaranteeing a
deeper knowledge of the energy consumption associated with the various processes and
equipment. The effective impact of ICTs in energy efficiency relies mainly on the
implementation of an adequate number of monitoring equipment and the subsequent utilisation
of the obtained data.
Logistics and Mobility: The solutions under this category tackle the energy consumption
associated with the logistic and mobility topics of both persons and goods. In this framework,
much can be done in industrial parks, where employees are gathered, and merchandise is
moved frequently. Some of the actions proposed under this category require the actual
purchase of vehicles and/or infrastructures, other suggest action to improve the management
of existing ones and finally logistic changes are foreseen. In general, the proposed solutions
act on established schemes and routines, aiming to change them towards a more sustainable
future granted by an improved collaboration.
Managerial actions: The solutions under this category consist mainly in new joint approaches
to usual routine and operation. These solutions generally do not necessarily require major
physical installation, even if they could be beneficial. Instead, a deep knowledge of the entire
park is essential to deploy them in the best possible way, to maximise their impact. In most of
the cases, the increase in energy efficiency is not a direct consequence of the proposed
solution but it is underlying, and it consists of a more efficient use of existing assets or in further
actions to be identified and implemented, which impact could be maximised by a joint
approach.
Contractual instruments: The solutions under this instrument have a common denominator,
the characteristic of being based on the possibility for multiple companies to achieve better
Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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results from the economic point of view by presenting themselves together to a service
provider. The energy efficiency related to such solutions is not as clear as in other options
presented before but the joint approach is emphasised. Moreover, another characteristic of
these solutions is of being generally easily and swiftly deployable, so they could represent an
instrument to enhance the cooperation between companies towards more difficult ones.

3.1

Overview of best practice candidates

The implementation of the above-described methodology led to the identification of 26 best
practice candidates. Figure 3-1 shows the type of solutions implemented in the best practice
candidates. Just three of them have been implemented in the S-PARCS lighthouse parks,
which shows that energy cooperation is a rather unexplored field in those parks. Energy
infrastructures, installations, and contractual instruments are the most common solutions in
the examples of energy cooperation in industrial parks identified by the S-PARCS partners.
Figure 3-1 Best practice candidates - Type of solutions

Energy infrastructures and installations
29%
37%

Information and communication
technologies
Logistics and mobility
Managerial actions
Contractual instruments

17%
14%

3%

The best practice candidates are characterised by a strong cooperative approach and by
properly meeting the demand, as illustrated by Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3. They got over 60%
of the maximum score in both criteria. 19 out of the 26 best practice candidates involve more
than five companies, and 14 out of 26 identify the solution as of high strategic importance.
They are replicable to some extent, but still significantly depend on boundary conditions. Eight
best practices achieve both economic and environmental benefits, which evidences that
matching both types of gains remains a challenge in many cases.
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Figure 3-2 Selection criteria - Scores
100%
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49%
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A: Meeting the
demand
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implemented

C: Cooperative
approach

D: Replicability and
scalability

Figure 3-3 Selection criteria: number of best practices and scores

D: Replicability and scalability

10

6
1

C: Cooperative approach

10

4

2

19
3

7

B: Successfully implemented

8
1

A: Meeting the demand

2
9

0
0 points

9

5
1 point

14

10
2 points
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3.2

Long list of best practice candidates

This chapter briefly describes each of the 26 best practice candidates.
3.2.1

Energy infrastructures and installations

Title:

Community based energy company for waste heat recovery

Location:

Varberg, Sweden

Timing:

2001

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.2. District Heating Solutions

Summary:

Varberg Energy is a community-based energy company providing district heating
and other services in the area. Its commitment in investing in sustainable energy
resources drove the identification of Södra Cell Värö bruk, a local paper pulp mill,
as a promising source of waste heat to be fed into the district heating network.
Before the construction of Varberg district heating network, the pulp mill was forced
to cool away heat and release it into the environment. Currently waste heat is the
main source for the network and the pulp mill is paid for it.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as having high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

3 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

1 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of 2
organisations,

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

2 – the solution is moderately replicable and/or scalable

Justification:

Contractual instruments

A district heating network has been created starting from a significant amount of
waste heat available in the local context. The heat was previously cooled down and
released in the atmosphere (ulterior energy demand) while it is currently employed
to heat the city network. A successful business model allows both the pulp mill and
the energy company to profit from the initiative. The resource intensive company is
more integrated in the local environment thanks to this best practice.
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Title:

Industrial Ecology

Location:

Rotterdam, Netherlands

Timing:

Unclear: heat hub connection built 2014 – Authorisations Nov 2017

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.2. District Heating Solutions

Summary:

Industrial Ecology is concerned with the integration of existing industrial sites with
the heat hub of Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam. The industrial sites are Meneba, a grain
processing plant, and RWZI Dokhaven, a waste water treatment plant. The total
heat demand of Meneba is supplied by a steam boiler, including the heat demand
of activities with lower temperature requirements. The aim of the case is to use a
maximum of waste heat instead of steam, by connecting the plant to the waste heat
transport infrastructure of Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam, specifically the heat hub. The
sludge of waste water is converted by fermentation into e.g. biogas. The biogas is
fuel for the CHP that produces electricity and heat. The aim of this case is to feed
the heat from the new CHP into the waste heat transportation infrastructure of
Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam, by developing a connection between de CHP and the
waste heat transport infrastructure of Warmtebedrijf Rotterdam to the heat hub.
The heat hub acts as a distribution station to the southern and northern parts of
Rotterdam.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree,

B:
Successfully
implemented

1 – the solution is implemented but so far, its impacts are limited
or not known,

C:
Cooperative
approach

2 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of 3-5
organisations,

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions).

Justification:

2
3

By the mean of a third party proprietary infrastructure (the heat hub) which acts as
distribution station, two different companies are (will be 2) exchanging heat. A new
CHP is dimensioned based on this new configuration and it (will3) replace the
conventional boilers in the second company. 800-1,000 tCO2/year reduction and
economic advantages for both the companies are expected thanks to this initiative.

No information was found on the final implementation
Idem
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Title:

Underground thermal energy storage (UTES)

Location:

Nydalen Industrial Park, Norway

Timing:

2004

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.6. Thermal Storage Installation

Summary:

Completed in 2004, in the Nydalen Industrial Park, the Borehole Thermal Energy
Storage (BTES) was built in response to the Norwegian National Policy Guidelines,
which requires the use of renewable energy in new buildings. This system includes
180 borehole wells drilled to a depth of 200 meters and uses a series of groundsource heat pumps. In total, it carries 6 MW of heating capacity and 0.5 MW of
cooling capacity.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance

B:
Successfully
implemented

3 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions

Justification:

It is designed to heat and cool a school campus, hotel, and an assortment of
commercial and residential buildings and now supplies 80% of these facilities’
heating requirements. Since it began operation, this BTES system has reduced the
park’s external energy use by 50%.
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Title:

Ennshafen inter-company heat exchange [in consideration]

Location:

Ennshafen, Enns, Upper Austria, Austria

Timing:

Initial discussions took place at the end of 2017, followed by a rough outline of the
project idea. Currently, the more detailed evaluation of technical and economic
feasibility begins.

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.10. Waste heat recovery via heat pumps and/or heat exchanger

Summary:

Companies Biomontan and the Wozabal are both located in the industrial and
commercial area of Ennshafen. With regard to the distance, it should be noted that
both companies are separated only by a road. Wozabal has a significant waste
heat flow over the wastewater discharged into the sewage; meanwhile, Biomontan
is looking for alternatives for existing natural gas heating. The idea of the lighthouse
"Ennshafen" is the inter-company energy exchange.

3.2.2. Joint purchase of monitoring equipment

Wozabal tried to keep the primary energy requirement at a minimum by using
multiple heat recovery. The highest temperature is steam for dryers (hygiene
requirements). The washing machines are operated with water at a temperature of
65 °C. After this stage, much of the heat leaves the building via waste water. The
waste water has a temperature of about 30 °C on winter weekdays with a water
flow of approx. 10 litres/sec. A further significant use of this heat source by Wozabal
itself is not planned due to the many heat recovery measures already implemented.
Biomontan is looking for an alternative to the existing heating system, which
currently consists of several gas boilers. The current flow temperature is about 50
°C; the maximum thermal power is 500 kW. Continuous insulation work on the
operating halls is expected to result in a decreasing heat demand and a decreasing
heat output. According to the current state, 250 kW maximum heat output and
about 400 MWh/a heat demand are calculated. The waste water heat is thus able
to theoretically provide sufficient heat output and heat quantity by using a heat
pump.
The innovative part is the coupling of the process of one industry, including
technological challenges concerning the long-term use of waste water (i.e.
deposits, corrosion), the coordinated availability of wastewater (monitoring, control,
etc.) with the heating demand of another company. Additional, environmentally
relevant costs of this primary energy efficient heating system include hardware
adjustments in Wozabal processes, heat recovery (heat exchangers for waste
water), high efficiency heat pump system, inter-company pipe system, and
hardware adjustments at Biomontan. Further additional costs include special ICT
and measurement equipment: First, ICT and measurement instruments are
necessary to guarantee the operational reliability of the heating system when it
depends on the other actor’s production process; second, ICT and measurement
instruments are necessary to constitute the basis for accounting and billing of this
specific energy service model.
Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

1 - the solution is implemented but so far, its impacts are limited or
not known
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C:
Cooperative
approach

2 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of 3-5
organisations,

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

Justification:

In an assessment, it was found that in Austria only a few companies cooperate with
regard to energy exchange, and most cooperation are limited to joint supply by one
heat plant. So, waste heat usage, heat recovery, modification of waste heat flux,
contracting solutions and using a heat pump are all technically feasible, yet not
implemented.

Title:

Fostering actions for a joint installation of photovoltaic plants in the
industrial area

Location:

Macrolotto of Prato

Timing:

2010

Type
solution:

of

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.1. Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) plants

Summary:

The park manager took action to promote with a local bank (Cassa di Risparmio)
an innovative convention that could allow enterprises to implement photovoltaic
plants entirely funded by the bank, returning the related funding in less than 10
years, only with the incentives provided by the law. Then, enterprises could
immediately start using the whole amount of electric power produced by their plants
at no cost. Moreover, the park manager carried out awareness initiatives to
persuade companies to install photovoltaic plants on the roofs of their factories with
the simultaneous removal of roofs containing asbestos.
Between the beginning of 2011 and April 2012, more than 20 hectares of
photovoltaic plants were installed on the roofs of the Macrolotto factories.
These plants have a total capacity of approximately 20 MW, and produce over 26
million kWh/year, they reduce the energy expenditure of enterprises by over 4.5
million EUR/year, saving more than 5,700 toe/year 4and preventing over 16,000
ton/year of CO2 emission in the atmosphere.

Selection
criteria:

4

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance

B:
Successfully
implemented

3 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits

The solution saves electricity in terms of avoided electricity taken by the grid
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Justification:

C:
Cooperative
approach

1 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of 2
organisations

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions).

This initiative tried to use subsidies to foster banks to finance the companies’
investments in RES plants.
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Title:

“Solergon”: thermal energy platform for companies

Location:

Villa Selva (Forlì), Emilia Romagna, Italy

Timing:

2015

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.1. Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) plants

Summary:

The Municipality of Forlì and its utility “Forlì Città Solare” have implemented a
concentrated solar thermal system to provide companies in industrial area Villa
Selva with heat thanks to regional funds. The plant has a total installed capacity of
1.4 MW t and produces 1300 MWht. The heat is distributed through a district heating
infrastructure. Villa Sesta hosts 120 companies.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance

B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits

C:
Cooperative
approach

1 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of 2
organisations

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions).

3.1.2. District heating solutions

Justification:

This solution aims to provide thermal energy to companies within the industrial park
through renewable energy sources.

Title:

Carbon-neutral brewery using waste heat from a sawmill

Location:

Göss, Austria

Timing:

2013-on going

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.1. Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) plants
3.1.4. Electricity production from waste heat
3.1.10. Waste heat recovery via heat pumps and/or heat exchanger

Summary:

Work has been taking place since 2003 to bring increasing amounts of renewable
energy into the brewing process at the Heineken Göss Brewery. The Brewery has

Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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implemented many processes to become carbon-neutral, some of them in
collaboration with other industrial companies close-by:
- Almost 40% of the brewery’s heat requirement is met from waste heat
discharged from the neighbouring Mayr-Melnhof sawmill
- 90% of the waste heat generated in the brewing process is used to heat
water at the brewery
- A new type of boiling system was installed, which helps to save electricity
and water.
- A 1500m² solar plant onsite generates energy
Through this transformation, the brewery has been able to reduce its CO 2
emissions from approximately 3,000 tonnes/year to zero.

Selection
criteria:

Justification:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree

B:
Successfully
implemented

3 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits

C:
Cooperative
approach

1 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of 2
organisations

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

2 – the solution is moderately replicable and/or scalable

The initiative has won the EU Sustainable Energy Award in 2016 and has been
internationally recognised best practise, but the solution is implemented in an
industrial district (not industrial park) and the full solution is only moderately
replicable because one of the success factors is the physical proximity between the
Göss brewery and Mayr-Melnhof sawmill.
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Industry Park of Sweden (IPOS)
Title:
Location:

Helsingborg, Sweden

Timing:

2007 – ongoing

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.4. Electricity production from waste heat
3.4.8. Exploitation of one’s plant by-product(s) in other plant(s) – Industrial symbiosis
3.5.2. Joint purchase of energy carriers (gas/fuel/wood)

Summary:

Industry Park of Sweden (IPOS) is an industrial park owned and operated by Kemira
in Helsingborg, Sweden. IPOS applies an industrial symbiosis and the companies
within the park collaborate around energy, material, utilities, logistics, infrastructure
and services. The park hosts approx. 20 companies within chemical- and food
industry, logistics and service. Main component of the collaboration is sharing of
recovered energy from chemical industry company Kemira’s processes. The energy
distribution is done via energy central, which converts the excess heat to electricity,
steam and hot water. The heating needs of the IPOS companies are met by the
energy central, which is also responsible of purchasing electricity and natural gas
from external sources. The scheme estimates that it avoids emitting around 120,000
tons of CO2 per year, and that the nearby city has avoided emitting 1.6 million tons
of CO2 since 2007.

(Sources: https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/sustainable-industrial-park-sweden;
http://www.industriellekologi.se/symbiosis/ipos.html)

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting the
demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance

B:
Successfully
implemented

3 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations

Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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D:
Replicability
and scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions).

Justification:

The solution expands beyond collaboration in energy efficiency towards industrial
symbiosis and is a good practise involving 20 companies with a central energy
system utilising waste heat from industrial processes. The collaboration has very
long trajectory and is based on intensive information exchange between the
companies of the park. It has also received public support (local and national level).
Because of these favourable framework conditions, the solution is considered only
limitedly replicable. It received the EU Sustainable Energy Award in 2016.

Title:

FlowBox

Location:

Industrial Park of Marseille FOS

Timing:

End 2016

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.5. Electrical storage installation (power to power)
The Flow Box project is developed by a consortium of partners (led by Areva SE)
that aims to implement a new high power & high capacity electricity storage solution
in a reversible battery process (Power to Power process).

Summary:

This project (labelled Innovex) is financially supported by KIC Inno Energy. The
construction of the pilot is complete within the Kem One industrial site. In connection
with the innovation process, Innovex conducted on PIICTO5, this is therefore a
demonstration pilot directly implanted within an industrial site of the platform PIICTO.

https://piicto.fr/actualite/demarrage-pilote-flowbox/

Selection
criteria:

Justification:

A: Meeting the
demand

1 – the solution is meeting the needs only to certain extent,

B:
Successfully
implemented

1 – the solution is implemented but so far, its impacts are limited
or not known,

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.]

D:
Replicability
and scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

It shows a strong governance by involving all the members of PIICTO, and high
potential for replication: Electricity storage can be implemented in various industrial

5

Created in September 2014, the PIICTO association brings together the industrial entities located on
the Platform of Caban Tonkin and the Marseille Fos Port Authority to collectively structure the activities
of the platform with the goal of improving competitiveness, furthering industrial development and
fostering innovation.
Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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parks and can support the sharing of waste electricity or excess of renewable
electricity.

Title:

Jupiter1000

Location:

Industrial Park of Marseille FOS

Timing:

Started 2018

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.8. Joint sustainable/self-produced fuel (power-to-gas, biogas)
3.1.1. Installation of RES plants
This collaborative project of "Power to Gas" led by GRT Gaz aims to bring out a
new French industrial sector to produce "renewable" gas while bringing new
solutions for the storage of renewable energies.

Summary:

With the Jupiter 1000 project, GRTgaz and its partners have the ambition to
implement on an industrial scale an innovative 1 MWe hydrogen production plant,
consisting of two electrolysers of two different technologies. The demonstrator will
also include a CO2 capture unit on the chimneys of a neighbouring industrialist and
a methanation unit to convert the hydrogen produced and the CO 2 thus recycled
into synthetic methane. This carbon-neutral gas will then be injected into the gas
transmission network. An injection / mixing station will ensure the compliance of
the synthesis gas. Electricity consumed is directly produced by nearby wind
turbines on the Grand Port Maritime of Marseille (source Grt Gaz)
https://piicto.fr/actualite/pose-de-1ere-pierre-projet-jupiter-1000/
https://www.jupiter1000.eu/ptgenglish

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

NA

B:
Successfully
implemented

NA

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.]

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

Strong cooperative approach: All the members of PIICTO were involved in the
project
Justification:

High potential for replication: Power to gas can be implemented in all parks.
Creation of biogas with CO 2 emissions from industrial companies can lead to the
wider uptake of the initiative
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Title:

VALHYDATe (VALorisation de l’HYdrogène sur Différentes Applications
innovantes au service d’un TErritoire industrialo-portuaire) (= VALORisation of
HYDrogène on Different Innovative Applications at the Service of an IndustrialPort Area)

Location:

Industrial Park of Marseille FOS

Timing:

Unkown

Type
solution:

of

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.8. Joint sustainable/self-produced fuel (power-to-gas, biogas)

Summary:

The VALHYDATe project (VALorization of HYdrogene on Various Innovative
Applications in the Service of an Industrial-Port TErritory) is a demonstration project
for the valorisation of "decarbonated fatal" hydrogen co-produced by industrial sites,
and of the "green" hydrogen produced from renewable energies in the industrial port
zone of Fos sur Mer. The VALHYDATe project located in the PACA region in the
industrial-port area of Marseille Fos (PIICTO platform) is a demonstration project that
aims to promote the "fatal" hydrogen co-produced by industrials through 3 types of
sectoral applications that are:





The stationary application for securing the regional electricity supply;
The mobility application for the energy supply of fleets on logistics sites,
company fleets or for the motorization of vehicles for the local delivery of
goods as well as buses and coaches, or even on-board river and maritime
applications - mobility on the water (maritime and fluvial vessels with
hydrogen);
The Power to Liquid or Power to Methanol application to produce "lowcarbon" methanol from hydrogen. The VALHYDATe project is a multipartnership project that could foreshadow a new regional industrial sector

https://piicto.fr/actualite/le-projet-valhydate-laureat-de-lappel-a-projets-nationalterritoires-hydrogene/
Selection
criteria:

Justification:

A: Meeting
the demand

NA

B:
Successfully
implemented

NA

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.]

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or is
scalable.

Strong cooperative approach: All the members of PIICTO were involved in the
project. High replicability: Power to Liquid or Power to Methanol can be
implemented in all parks.
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3.2.2

Information and communication technologies

Title:

Chemiepark Linz utility monitoring system

Location:

Chemiepark Linz, Linz, Upper Austria, Austria

Timing:

Ongoing

Type of
solution:

Information and communication technologies (ICTs)

Solution
category:

3.2.4. Energy management System at industry/park level

Contractual instruments

3.2.2. Joint purchase of monitoring equipment
3.5.2. Joint purchase of energy carriers

Summary:

Most companies in Chemiepark Linz origin from the former company Chemie Linz
AG which they were a part of some years or decades ago. Within Chemie Linz AG,
utility provision was done by this single firm, now Borealis is responsible for utility
services. There is a good cooperation, good job distribution and so far, also an
excellent basis for discussion.
The changes of ownership and divisions influence the possibilities for further
development. Cooperation on utilities was maintained, obviously providing benefits
to the single companies. There are contractual agreements between S-PARCS
project partner Borealis and the other major site companies.
For reasons of supply quality, security and energy efficiency, energy flows are
constantly monitored. Borealis maintains a monitoring system providing frequent
(e.g. 1 second) data. This is a well-found basis for energy cooperation and energy
efficiency projects and is thus a best practice example for constituting a decision
basis for energy-related improvements. The monitoring system is and has been
fully functional for some years and has seen continuous extension regarding
utilities and sensors.

Selection
criteria:

Justification:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

2 – the solution is moderately replicable and/or scalable

It is not to be taken for granted that different companies, all belonging to the energyintensive chemical industry, allow and support the joint provision system and the
high-frequent and detailed monitoring of their energy flux. The high-frequent and
detailed monitoring allows for extraordinary safe, economic and energy-efficient
provision of utilities.
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3.2.3

Logistics and Mobility

Title:

Carpooling in Craiova

Location:

Craiova, Romania

Timing:

Initiative launched in 2009, implemented later

Type of
solution:

Logistics and Mobility

Solution
category:

3.3.1. Joint Mobility Solutions

Summary:

This measure seeks to optimise transport for specific users such as the employees
of large plants and factories by setting up a flexible transport service of carpooling
and parking facilities for carpooling service users. Employees are encouraged to
carpool with at three passengers in each vehicle. The transport company’s website
is updated with a carpooling section, where an overview of the parking and
occupancy level for cars and passenger seats is available. Decision makers at all
levels were consulted and they too discussed the measures with the employees –
this ensured that there was sufficient backing from across the organisation.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree,

B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

Exact number unknown

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

Justification:

It has proven to be an effective method to reduce the parking problem and to allow
a reduction in the use of personal vehicles. According to Eltis:
- Total number of car-poolers: 4,192 (Industrial areas: 2,058, Students and staff:
2,134 | Male: 2,481, Female: 1,711)
- Total number of matching - carpooling groups: 1,521 consisting of two, three or
four people. People can change their default group.
- Driven km saved: 16,200 km/day.
- Trip medium length: 6.2 km.

Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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Title:

Carpooling as a measure for large institutions in Zagreb

Location:

Zagreb, Croatia

Timing:

2009

Type of
solution:

Logistics and Mobility

Solution
category:

3.3.1. Joint Mobility Solutions

Summary:

Within the CIVITAS ELAN project, Zagreb implemented carpooling to facilitate
commuting in large companies and institutions. The CIVITAS ELAN project
successfully implemented a carpooling scheme in eight institutions even though no
similar efforts had previously been undertaken.
The following key data (basic units) were collected on the demonstration corridor:
modal split, number of vehicles, vehicle occupancy, carpooling, etc. An analysis of
the data collected determined user needs and outlined the basis required for
sustainable traffic mobility management in Zagreb.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree,

B:
Successfully
implemented

1 – the solution is implemented but so far, its impacts are limited
or not known,

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

Justification:

The project succeeded in contributing to an increase in carpooling arrangements.
The number of carpooling arrangements within the target group “employees”
increased from 8 companies in 2009 to 36 in 2012.

Title:

Mobility management plan

Location:

Macrolotto of Prato, Tuscany, Italy

Timing:

2012

Type of
solution:

Logistics and Mobility

Solution
category:

3.3.1.3. Joint electric vehicles/ natural gas/H2 based fleet

Project Start: 01/03/2018 | Duration: 36 Months
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Summary:

The park manager bought several electric and natural gas vehicles. The companies
can use the vehicles to transport goods and persons. The park manager monitored
the results achieved in a year, highlighting the following environmental benefits
thanks to about 104,500 km of private transport spared: 18 ton-equivalent of CO2
saved, 4 kg of PM10 spared.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree

B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions).

Justification:

This solution tries to tackle the issue of sustainable mobility within the industrial
park.

Title:

Croix-Fort Artisanal Park

Location:

Communauté de communes de la Plaine d’Aunis, France

Timing:

Depending on the activities

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.1. Installation of Renewable Energy Sources plants

Logistics and Mobility

3.1.3. Joint investments in energy efficiency
3.3.1. joint mobility solutions
3.4.11. Joint sewage water treatment and valorisation

Summary:

Croix-Fort industrial area consists of several parts: one is already developed and
hosts firms; two parts are in development and another one is earmarked for future
expansion. The planning includes carpooling promotion, rainwater harvesting (in a
tank used as fire reserve tank), vegetal filters to clean up runoff before they reach
public sewer, onsite direct reuse of materials during the building phase, as well as
a plan for energy efficiency and renewable energies development (including the
construction of three “urban” wind turbines). In 2006, the Community of Communes
has been certified ISO 14001 for the design, execution and marketing of the
industrial area.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree,
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B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

2 – the solution is moderately replicable and/or scalable

Justification:

The energy management for the public lightning reduced the consumption of 40%
and three small scale wind turbines have been installed as well as the rainwater
storage.

Title:

Transport reduction in Tarragona petrochemical park

Location:

Industrial Complex of Tarragona, Spain

Timing:

Since 1999

Type of
solution:

Logistics and Mobility

Solution
category:

3.3.4. Joint logistics

Summary:

High costs of transport have been the key element and the proximity between
companies. There was a continuous flow of trucks carrying products from one
company to another. Pipes connected them to receive their products, in this way
they reduced the transport costs successfully. The materials to be interchanged
between them are waste and products.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

3 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions).

Justification:

The short distance between the companies has been the key factor for the
successful result.
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3.2.4

Managerial actions

Title:

Harjavalta Industrial Eco-Park

Location:

Harjavalta, Finland

Timing:

Depending on the activities

Type of
solution:

Energy infrastructures and installations

Solution
category:

3.1.3. Joint Investment in energy efficiency

Managerial actions

3.4.8. Exploitation of one’s plant’s by-product(s) in other plant(s)
3.4.9. Joint waste management and disposal

Summary:

This industrial park has been developing eco-efficiency activities for more than 60
years. It is located in Harjavalta, a town with a prominent mining sector. The main
tenants are copper and nickel flash smelters (Boliden), a nickel chemical producer
(Norilsk Nickel), an energy producer (Porin Lämpövoima), a hydrogen plant (AGA),
a sulphuric acid plant (YARA) and the town of Harjavalta. In addition to these major
actors that established symbiotic exchanges (energy cascading and material flows)
the site also incorporates the services of more than 100 subcontractors. Many waste,
and by-products outputs are used as resources: heavy metals, sulphur, sulphuric
acid, slag, wastewater, etc.
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Selection
criteria:

Justification:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

3 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions).

This park is an example of different companies exchanging materials and energy
following various combination of flows.
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Title:

Joint management in La Torre park

Location:

La Torre park, Martorell, Barcelona (Spain)

Timing:

2016

Type of
solution:

Managerial actions

Solution
category:

3.4.9. Joint waste management and disposal

Summary:

From the beginning, the park has been designed to meet environmental and
industrial ecology criteria. The park is formed by SMEs with high needs of
management of waste generated and joint environmental management.

3.4.8. Exploitation of one’s plant’s by-product(s) in other plant(s)

Some specific steps were done:
1. Identifying possible synergies in and outside the park.
2. Reuse of waste from some companies as raw material for others in and
outside the park, evaluating at the same time economic, environmental
and social impacts.
3. Disseminate this park model to be replicated in Martorell and other
municipalities.
Public authorities predict five years since its establishment to obtain the estimated
results.
Selection
criteria:

Justification:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

1 – the solution is implemented but so far, its impacts are limited
or not known,

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

From the beginning location, environmental, economic and social impact have
been considered.
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Title:

Wastewater treatment plant with phytoremediation plant and solar power
plant

Location:

Consorzio Ponterosso, San Vito al Tagliamento (Pordenone), Friuli-Venezia-Giulia,
Italy

Timing:

2010

Type of
solution:

Managerial actions

Solution
category:

3.4.11. Joint sewage water treatment and valorisation

Summary:

The park manager has implemented a wastewater treatment plant, which was
completed in 2010. The plant has a capacity of around 7,500 population equivalent
and enables the water discharge input from around 140 companies by using the
best available techniques. The treatment process is monitored by innovative
systems that guarantee the compliance of the wastewater with the emission limit
values. The park manager realized a phytoremediation plant of three hectares to
further treat the wastewater before putting them in the river near the industrial park
and a solar power plant to reduce energy consumption of wastewater treatment
plant.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance

B:
Successfully
implemented

3 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
significant environmental AND economic benefits. ]

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.]

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

2 – the solution is moderately replicable and/or scalable

Justification:

This solution is interesting because the park manager tries to enhance the
environmental performance and energy consumption of joint wastewater treatment
plant.
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Title:

Rubí Brilla

Location:

Rubí (Catalunya, Spain)

Timing:

2011

Type
solution:

of

Managerial actions
Contractual instruments

Solution
category:

3.4.3. Joint energy manager
3.4.5. Common design of energy efficient buildings
3.2.2. Joint purchase of monitoring equipment
3.5.1. Joint purchase of electricity
3.5.2. Joint purchase of energy carriers

Summary:

Initiative led by the city council (Rubí) to increase the energy efficiency and the use
or renewables in Rubí. Overall action plans that cover the industry, commercial and
domestic sectors. The goal is to increase competitiveness and achieve
environmental gains. 11 industrial parks are involved (together with
the
Universidad Politécnica de Catalunya-UPC and the Cartographic Institute-ICGC).
Implemented activities:
-

Selection
criteria:

Justification:

Shared Energy Advisor
Monitoring of energy consumption and green energy purchase
Monitoring and reduction of electricity and telecommunications bill (Smart
Pae project)
Innovative energy efficiency on industrial roofs, using sensors that
identify energy fluxes – developed by the ICG
Calculation of the photovoltaic potential of industrial roofs – interested in
self-consumption of PV
Three monthly “technical days” – exchange of good practice
New service to manage common resources in industrial parks
Creation of a joint energy purchase group

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

Public-private partnership. Overarching Project: energy efficiency in the entire
territory. Combined funding. Strong business cooperation. Very significant
electricity and telecommunications cost savings (20% in electricity and 40% in
telecommunications on average)
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Title:

Energy symbiosis in Granollers

Location:

El congost and Jordi Camp industrial parks in Granollers (Catalunya, Spain)

Timing:

2014-on going

Type of
solution:

Managerial actions

Solution
category:

3.4.6. Matching companies according to energy/material demand and production

Summary:

9 companies with high energy consumption are involved in this initiative to identify
and validate solutions to achieve higher energy efficiency. The goal is to increase
competitiveness of companies through self-supply of energy, high-quality service,
stable cost. Heat sources and waste heat, as well as energy consumption profiles
and real demand of energy have been identified. 5 alternatives are technical and
economically identified: Solar thermal use, PV electricity generation, cogeneration
with natural gas, heating/cooling network, direct exchange among companies. The
ones with the highest economic return are: heating network, cogeneration plant
and direct exchange among companies.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree,

B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.]

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is replicable and/or scalable, but only limitedly so
(e.g. depends on boundary conditions).

3.1.3. Joint investment in energy efficiency

Justification:

Demand driven action which has been implemented from the city council. Strong
business cooperation (additional companies are to be involved). Positive sideeffects: research projects for waste water use, new business models (renting of
cogeneration equipment).

Title:

Green Industry Park Freiburg

Location:

Freiburg, Germany

Timing:

2014 – on going

Type of
solution:

Managerial actions

Solution
category:

3.4.4. Clustering of common processes
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3.4.6. Matching companies according to energy/material demand and production
Summary:

The City of Freiburg, Badenova, Fraunhofer ISE, and FWTM have developed a
new approach within the framework of the “Green City Freiburg” concept:
Established in February 2014, the "Green Industry Park Freiburg" initiative aims to
work side-by-side with local companies to transform Freiburg’s largest and oldest
industrial area into a nationwide role model for a future-oriented, sustainable, and
energy- and resource-efficient industrial area. The initiative involves bringing
together companies and individual business solutions and the joint development of
new, innovative projects and pilot projects, as well as the identification and use of
potential savings and cooperation possibilities. Four major areas of action have
been identified with an open consultation process: 1) Mobility and transport, 2)
Energy efficiency and energy management, 3) Expansion of renewable energies,
Public relations / networking, and 15 Pilot Projects are implemented. The concept
has received 50 % of its funding from the national climate protection initiative, and
the other 50 % from the local council environment office

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is identified as medium strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

1 – the solution is implemented but so far, its impacts are limited
or not known,

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.]

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

1 – the solution is moderately replicable and/or scalable

Justification:

The initiative involves many companies but less is known about the results of the
pilot project results. The solution is top-down led (funded by national and local
government), which implies a strong dependency on public policy for its replication.
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3.2.5

Contractual instruments

Title:

Joint energy purchasing Industrial Park Association of Asturias

Location:

Asturias, Spain

Timing:

2016

Type of
solution:

Contractual instruments

Solution
category:

3.5.1. Joint purchase of electricity

Summary:

The Industrial Park Association of Asturias (Apia) has fostered the largest
purchasing group of electricity in the region that will access directly to the daily
market of electricity.
Associates expect to access with better advantages to energy and waste services.
They have signed an agreement with GAE energy assistance and Fortuluz
electricity trading company.

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

1 – the solution is implemented but so far, its impacts are limited
or not known,

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

Justification:

The largest group of electricity purchasing fostered by the Industrial Park
Association of Asturias.

Title:

Joint purchase of fuel and gas

Location:

Okamika Gizaburuaga Industrial Park (Basque Country, Spain)

Timing:

1987

Type of
solution:

Contractual instruments

Solution
category:

3.5.2. Joint purchase of energy carriers (fuel)

Summary:

3.5.5. Joint ancillary service providers
This initiative started with the construction of the first building in the industrial park.
The goal of installing tanks for the joined supply of gas and fuel was threefold: (1)
smoothen the process of building up this type of installations to new companies to
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the park; (2) prevent individual companies from dealing with risks due to leaks and
failures; (3) save costs (economies of scale of buying larger amounts of gas/fuel).
Being a centralised supply managed by the park operator, revisions and
inspections by specialised companies are performed in due time, and good use of
the installations is safeguarded. Companies on the park are invoiced monthly
based on actual consumption (metering). Currently, there are three aerial fuel tanks
and one gas tank.
Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

2 – the solution is meeting the needs to a medium degree,

B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits.

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

2 – the solution is moderately replicable and/or scalable

Justification:

Over 30 years of experience. Park operator manages this for the companies.

Title:

Joint purchase of electricity – Spanish Foundry Association (FEAF)

Location:

Spain

Timing:

2001

Type of
solution:

Contractual instruments

Solution
category:

3.5.1. Joint purchase of electricity

Summary:

The Spanish energy market liberalisation took place in 1997 (54/1997 Law). In
2001, and after a tendering process by FEAF, a local energy advisor was chosen
to conduct a joint purchase of electricity project – high voltage (under the
supervision of FEAF). The project was presented to the FEAF working groups (and
particularly to those companies whose electricity contracts were about to expire).
Different auctions between 2002 and 2005. Savings of around 5%. Currently FEAF
manages the joint purchase of electricity for 48 foundry companies. Companies
that are part of this pool have been able to keep their electricity cost quite steady
(while electricity prices increased over 30% between 2016 and 2017)

Selection
criteria:

A: Meeting
the demand

3 – the solution is identified as high strategic importance.

B:
Successfully
implemented

2 – the solution is successfully implemented, and it has achieved
environmental OR economic benefits.
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Justification:

C:
Cooperative
approach

3 – the solution has been achieved through a joint approach of
more than 5 organisations.

D:
Replicability
and
scalability

3 – the solution demonstrates high potential for replication and/or
is scalable.

Economic savings achieved for their associates are very significant. FEAF is a
frontrunner in managing joint purchase of electricity. Others have followed their
experience and methodology (in low voltage) with very successful results.
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4 Selection of best ten cases
The implementation of the methodology described in Chapter 2 led to the selection of the following ten best cases (the ten solutions marked in bold letter type
above the red line).
Table 4-1 Overview of the candidates and selection of the ten best cases
Title
1

Location

Type of solution

Solution category

Criteria
A
3

B
3

C
3

D
2

Total
11

Wastewater treatment
plant with
phytoremediation plant
and solar power plant
Rubí Brilla

Consorzio Ponterosso, San
Vito al Tagliamento
(Pordenone), Friuli-VeneziaGiulia, Italy
Rubí (Catalunya, Spain)

Managerial actions

3.4.11 Joint sewage water treatment and valorisation

Managerial actions,
Contractual instruments

3

2

3

3

11

Joint purchase of
electricity – Spanish
Foundry Association
(FEAF)
Underground thermal
energy storage (UTES)

Spain

Contractual instruments

3.4.3 Joint energy manager,
3.4.5 Common design of energy efficient buildings,
3.5.1. Joint purchase of electricity,
3.5.2. Joint purchase of energy carriers
3.5.1 Joint purchase of electricity

3

2

3

3

11

3.1.6 Thermal Storage Installation

3

3

3

1

10

5

Industry Park of Sweden
(IPOS)

Helsingborg, Sweden

3.1.4. Electricity production from waste heat,
3.5.2. Joint purchase of energy carriers
(gas/fuel/wood)

3

3

3

1

10

6

Chemiepark Linz utility
monitoring system

Chemiepark Linz, Linz, Upper
Austria, Austria

3.2.4. Energy management System at industry/park
level,
3.5.2. Joint purchase of energy carriers

3

2

3

2

10

7

Transport reduction in
Tarragona petrochemical
park
Harjavalta Industrial EcoPark

Industrial Complex of
Tarragona, Spain

Information and
communication
technologies (ICTs),
Contractual instruments
Logistics and Mobility

3

3

3

1

10

Energy infrastructures and
installations
Managerial actions

3.1.3 Joint Investment in energy efficiency,
3.4.8 Exploitation of one’s plant’s by-product(s) in
other plant(s)

3

3

3

1

10

2

3

4

8

Nydalen Industrial Park,
Norway

Harjavalta, Finland
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9

Joint management in La
Torre park
Joint energy purchasing
Industrial Park
Association of Asturias

La Torre park, Martorell,
Barcelona (Spain)
Asturias, Spain

Managerial actions

3.4.9. Joint waste management and disposal

3

1

3

3

10

Contractual instruments

3.5.1 Joint purchase of electricity

3

1

3

3

10

11

Community based energy
company for waste heat
recovery

Varberg, Sweden

Energy infrastructures and
installations
Contractual instruments

3.1.2 District Heating Solutions

3

3

1

2

9

12

Ennshafen inter-company
heat exchange [in
consideration

Ennshafen, Enns, Upper
Austria, Austria

Energy infrastructures and
installations

3.1.10 Waste heat recovery via heat pumps and/or heat
exchanger

3

1

2

3

9

13

Carpooling as a measure for
large institutions in Zagreb

Zagreb, Croatia

Logistics and Mobility

3.3.1 Joint Mobility Solutions

2

1

3

3

9

14

Croix-Fort Artisanal Park

Communauté de communes de
la Plaine d’Aunis, France

Energy infrastructures and
installations
Logistics and Mobility

3.1.1 Installation of Renewable Energy Sources plants,
3.1.3 Joint investments in energy efficiency, 3.3.1 joint
mobility solutions, 3.4.11 Joint sewage water treatment
and valorisation

2

2

3

2

9

15

Joint purchase of fuel and
gas in Okamika

Okamika Gizaburuaga
Industrial Park (Basque
Country, Spain)

Contractual instruments

3.5.2. Joint purchase of energy carriers (fuel)

2

2

3

2

9

16

Fostering actions for a joint
installation of photovoltaic
plants in the industrial area

Macrolotto of Prato, Tuscany,
Italy

Energy infrastructures and
installations

3.1.1. Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
plants

3

3

1

1

8

17

Carbon-neutral brewery
using waste heat from a
sawmill

Göss, Austria

Energy infrastructures and
installations

3.1.1. Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
plants, 3.1.4. Electricity production from waste heat, 3.1.10
Waste heat recovery via heat pumps and/or heat
exchanger

2

3

1

2

8

18

Mobility management plan

Macrolotto of Prato, Tuscany,
Italy

Logistics and Mobility

3.3.1.3. Joint electric vehicles/ natural gas/H2 based fleet

2

2

3

1

8

19

Energy symbiosis in
Granollers

El congost and Jordi Camp
industrial parks in Granollers
(Catalunya, Spain)

Managerial actions

3.4.6. Matching companies according to energy/material
demand and production

2

2

3

1

8

20

FlowBox

Industrial Park of Marseille FOS

New physical installations
Contractual instruments

3.1.5 Electrical storage installation (power to power)

1

1

3

3

8

10
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21

“Solergon”: thermal energy
platform for companies

Villa Selva (Forlì), Emilia
Romagna, Italy

Energy infrastructures and
installations

3.1.1. Installation of Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
plants

3

2

1

1

7

22

Carpooling in Craiova

Craiova, Romania

Logistics and Mobility

3.3.1 Joint Mobility Solutions

2

2

0

3

7

23

Green Industry Park
Freiburg

Freiburg, Germany

Managerial actions

3.4.4. Clustering of common processes, 3.4.6. Matching
companies according to energy/material demand and
production

2

1

3

1

7

24

Industrial Ecology

Rotterdam, Netherlands

3.1.2 District Heating Solutions

2

0

2

1

5

25

Jupiter1000

Industrial Park of Marseille FOS

3.1.8 Joint sustainable/self-produced fuel (power-to-gas,
biogas)

0

0

3

3

6

26

VALORisation of
HYDrogene on Different
Innovative Applications at
the Service of an IndustrialPort Area

Industrial Park of Marseille FOS

3.1.8 Joint sustainable/self-produced fuel (power-to-gas,
biogas)

0

0

3

3

6
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The 10 best cases identified in the framework of T1.3 have been cross-matched with the solution
summary realized in D1.1. Table 4-2 shows the outcomes of that comparison, and the main findings are
as follow:
First of all, the implementation easiness, which is linked to some extent to the replication potential,
stands out as the main driving force, together with the positive economic expectations. In fact, #5 IPOS
is the only best case that is about implementing a solution that shows a low implementation easiness
(according to D1.1). IPOS is a large-scale industrial symbiosis example that has implemented a central
energy station for steam, hot water and electricity – via waste heat recovery. The reason behind this
could be the long experience of Scandinavian countries in the waste heat recovery and centralised
energy systems (district heating).
Secondly, the analysis shows that the environmental impact is not the primary driver. This can be
justified by two main reasons: Firstly, in the context of S-PARCS “a best practice is not only a practice
that is good, but a practice that has already been implemented”. Therefore, a fair number of them was
initiated some years ago, when the environmental awareness (and impact on the final branding of the
companies) was less prominent. In parallel, the price of energy does not concern all companies in all
countries equally. While for energy intensive industries it has always been a focal point, for many others
it is just gaining more and more relevance. #5 IPOS and #6 Chemiepark are the only ones that
implement measures with highly positive expected environmental impacts. As it presents high values
also on the other criteria, the hypothesis that the environmental parameter is not the main driver remains
valid.
Thirdly, the values assigned to “replicability” in the two tasks are coherent, except for:




#4 Underground Thermal Energy Storage in Norway (D Criteria = 1, Replic = H)
#5 Industry Park of Sweden (D Criteria = 1, Replic = M/H)
#6 Chemiepark Linz (D Criteria = 2, Replic = H/M)

A possible explanation is that:
-

-

-

Thermal Energy Storages are generally highly replicable (according to D1.1). However, in the
best practice #4 underground TES were realized by drilling 200m deep holes in the ground
and ground-source heat pumps. Clearly while the storage concept is highly replicable, this
specific enhanced configuration is not.
Best practice #5 shows low replicability potential according to D1.3., while it implements
solutions with either M or H replicability potential according to D1.1. In IPOS, “electricity
generation via waste heat recovery” and “joint purchase of energy carriers” are a piece of a
bigger picture: the industrial park itself is an example of industrial symbiosis and complex
interaction are in place. Moreover, the possibility to generate electricity and high-quality heat
power requires peculiar framework conditions in terms of both companies in the park and
waste heat source.
In Chemiepark Linz (best practice #6), an energy management system has been
implemented, and several energy carriers are jointly purchased. These solutions were rated
as generally highly replicable (D1.1.). However, the replicability potential was judged as
medium in this task. The main reason behind this choice is that in Chemiepark Linz a
significant number of companies are involved and a complex system is in place. This is related
to the good collaboration between the companies in the park (linked to the role of Borealis in
the park) and the fact that they all show high energy consumptions. Consequentially, the
willingness to share energy data between different companies and the significant investments
are not so easy to replicate. However, in the framework of D1.1 a smaller scale system was
taken as reference, which may be easier to implement and may not require a large number of
companies to be involved.
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Table 4-2 Cross-matching of the 10 best cases and the D1.1. solution summary
D1.3. scores

Solution summary in D1.1.

Best case ranking

Solution
Category

Selection
Criteria
D
(replicability)

Easiness
of
implementation

Replication
potential

Environmental
impact

1 - Wastewater
treatment plant with
phytoremediation
plant and solar
power plant

3.4.11

2

M

H

L

2 - Rubí Brilla

3.4.3

3

M

H

M

M

M

M

3.5.1

H

H

L

3.5.2

H

H

L

3.4.5
3.2.2

3 - Joint purchase of
electricity – Spanish
Foundry
Association (FEAF)

3.5.1

3

H

H

L

4 - Underground
thermal energy
storage (UTES)

3.1.6

1

H

H

M

5 - Industry Park of
Sweden (IPOS)

3.1.4

1

L

M

H

H

H

L

H

H

H

3.5.2

H

H

L

3.5.3

M

M

L

3.4.8
3.5.2

6 - Chemiepark Linz
utility monitoring
system

3.2.4

2

3.2.2

7 - Transport
reduction in
Tarragona
petrochemical park

3.3.4

1

M

M

L

8 - Harjavalta
Industrial Eco-Park

3.1.3

1

M

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

3

H

H

L

3

H

H

L

3.4.8
3.4.9

9 - Joint
management in La
Torre park

3.4.9

10 - Joint energy
purchasing
Industrial Park
Association of
Asturias

3.5.1

3.4.8
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5 Next steps
This repository of best practices is aimed to work as a pool of ideas and alternatives to shape
and undertake energy cooperation activities in the S-PARCS Lighthouse Parks. Being a public
deliverable, D1.3. it does not reveal any sensitive or confidential information that the partners
have learnt about the best practices. This kind of information is kept as background material
for the partners to better understand the funding mechanisms, governance, possible business
models, etc. of the energy cooperation solutions that better match with the expectations and
opportunities identified in the Lighthouse parks under WP5 Industrial Parks – Support for
enhancing energy cooperation. Where needed, partners will assess and study further some of
the best practices through additional desk research and/or interviews by using the assessment
criteria and fiche in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2.
The core goal of this deliverable was the development and presentation of the methodology
with which the S-PARCSs team will identify and assess best practise cases for industrial
energy cooperation. Naturally, the list of best practise cases will evolve and change throughout
the project’s runtime. Any update of this deliverable will be marked as such and will also be
made available to the public.
Table 5-1 Assessment criteria
Assessment
criterion

Description

I:

Economic
benefits

Economic benefits consider the benefits of the solution in terms of revenue
generation, cost savings, increased competitiveness, employment, etc.

II:

Environmental
benefits

Environmental benefits consider the benefits of the solution in terms of
reduced energy consumption, reduced CO2 emission, reduced waste etc.

III:

Effectiveness

Effectiveness considers how successful the solution has been in achieving
its objectives / addressing the initial challenge or need.

IV:

Efficiency

Efficiency considers the relationship between the costs/resources used for
the solution and
the benefits achieved.

V:

Replicability and
scalability

The replicability and scalability consider the potential for replication the
solution in different contexts and implementation in different scales.
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Table 5-2: Fiche for best practice assessment
Fiche for S-PARCS best practice assessment
Title:

[Insert title of the initiative]

Location:

[Insert name of the industrial park, city, region and country]

Timing:

[Insert indication of when the initiative started]

Type of solution:

[Select based on solution types of D1.1 i.e.
►

Energy infrastructures and installations

►

Information and communication technologies (ICTs)

►

Logistics and Mobility

►

Managerial actions

►

Contractual instruments]

Solution category:

[Insert a solution category(ies) based on Annex 1]

Summary:

[Insert a brief description max. 100 words]

Key actors involved:

[Insert a description of the key actors involved including type of organisations (i.e. public/private) and
industry sector they are active]

Contractual
agreement

[Insert a description of contractual agreement among key actors to use the solution implemented]

Type of business
model implemented

[Insert indication if and how key actors commercially exploit the solution implemented]

Indication of the cost
of the solution:

[Insert an indication of the solution costs, and funding mechanism e.g. public funding, private finance]

Challenge:

[Insert a brief description of the challenge/need addressed by the solution]

Solution:

[Insert a brief description of the solution]

Key
achieved:

results

Assessment:

[Insert key results achieved, when available include numeric information in respect to scale and key
indicators of the solution e.g. % reduction of energy consumption, % reduction of costs, % growth in
number of companies/employees in the park etc.]
I: Economic benefits

[Insert evaluation score 1=low, 2=moderate, 3=high, and a brief
justification.]

II: Environmental
benefits

[Insert evaluation score 1=low, 2=moderate, 3=high, and a brief
justification.]

III: Effectiveness

[Insert evaluation score 1=low, 2=moderate, 3=high, and a brief
justification.]

IV: Efficiency

[Insert evaluation score 1=low, 2=moderate, 3=high, and a brief
justification.]

V: Replicability and
scalability

[Insert evaluation score 1=low, 2=moderate, 3=high, and a brief
justification.]

Key notions/lessons
learnt:
Sources used:
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6 Annexes

6.1

Annex 1: Solution Summary Table from D1.1 p. 58

The table below lists all the solutions identified in D1.1. and describes the implementation easiness, the
replication potential and the environmental impact as low (L), medium (M) and high (H).
Sector of intervention

Implementation
easiness

Replication
potential

Environmental
impact

3.1. New physical installations
3.1.1.
Installation
of
Renewable
Energy Sources
(RES) plants

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PARKDES

M

H

H

3.1.1.1.Joint
biomass based CHP

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PARKDES+ WASTE

M

H

H

3.1.2.1.District
heating/cooling
network between the
park premises

THERM+EQUIP+PARKDES+WASTE

M

M

L

3.1.2.2.
Link
to
already
existing
district
heating/cooling
network serving local
community

THERM+EQUIP+WASTE

H

L

H

3.1.2.3. New district
heating/cooling
network serving local
community

THERM+EQUIP+WASTE

L

L

H

3.1.3.Joint
investment
energy
efficiency

THERM+ELECT+EQUIP+PARKDES+
PROC+FIN

M

N/A

N/A

3.1.4. Electricity
production from
waste heat

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PROC

L

M

H

3.1.5. Electrical
storage
installation

EQUIP+THERM+ELECT+PROC

M

H

M

3.1.6. Thermal
storage
installation

EQUIP+EL+HEAT+PROC

H

H

M

3.1.7.
Joint
reactive power
compensation

EQUIP+ELECT

M

H

L

3.1.2.District
heating
solutions

in
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3.1.8.
Joint
sustainable/selfproduced
fuel
(power-to-gas,
biogas)

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM

L

M

M

3.1.9. Joint heat
pumps
for
district heating
purposes
via
power-to-heat

EQUIP+THERM+ELECT

M

M

M

3.1.10
Waste
heat
recovery
via heat pumps
and/or
heat
exchanger

THERM+EQUP+ELECT+WASTE

M

H

M

3.2. Information and Communication Technologies
3.2.1.
Realisation of a
smart grid within
the
park
premises

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PARKDES+
PROC

L

M

H

3.2.2.
Joint
purchase
of
monitoring
equipment

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+PROC+FIN

H

H

H

3.2.3. Demand
response
schemes

ELECT+PROC+EQUIP

M

M

M

3.2.4.
Energy
management
System
at
industry/park
level

EQUIP+ELECT+THERM+WASTE+
PROC+EMPL

H

H

H

3.2.5.
Shared
central servers

EQUIP

M

H

L

3.3. Logistics and Mobility
3.3.1.
mobility
solutions

Joint

3.3.1.1. Joint fleet for
employees to reach
the park (i.e. buses)

EMPL+PARKDES+EQUIP+FIN

H

H

M

3.3.1.2.
pooling

EMPL+PARKDES

H

H

M

3.3.1.3. Joint electric
vehicles/ H2 based
fleet

EMPL+ELECT+EQUIP+PARKDES+ FIN

H

H

M

3.3.2.
Shared
charging points
for
electric/H2
vehicles

EQUIP+ELECT+EMPL+PARKDES

H

H

M

Joint

car
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3.3.3.
Shared
office buildings

EMPL+PARKDES+FIN

M

M

L

3.3.4.
logistics

PROC+EMPL+FIN+MAT

M

M

L

Joint

3.4. Managerial Actions
3.4.1. Common
energy audits

PROC+FIN+ELECT+THERM+
PARKDES+WASTE

H

H

H

3.4.2. Joint use
of
Combined
Heat and Power
(CHP)

PROC+ELECT+HEAT

M

H

H

3.4.3.
Joint
energy manager

EMPL+FIN+ELECT+THERM+WASTE

M

H

M

3.4.4. Clustering
of
common
processes

PROC+EMPL+MAT+PARKDES+EQUIP

L

M

L

3.4.5. Common
design
of
buildings

FIN+PARKDES

M

M

M

3.4.6. Matching
companies
according
to
energy/material
demand
and
production

PARKDES+PROC+ELECT+THERM+
WASTE+MAT+FIN

M

M

H

3.4.7.
Joint
emergency plan
of the area

PARKDES+EMPL

H

M

L

3.4.8.
Exploitation of
one plant’s byproduct(s)
in
other plant(s) –
Industrial
symbiosis

PARKDES+PROC+ELECT+THERM+
WASTE +MAT+FIN

N/A

N/A

N/A

3.4.9.
Joint
waste
management
and disposal

WASTE+FIN+PARKDES

H

H

L

3.4.10.
Joint
organic
waste
treatment
energy
valorisation (via
biogas or waste
incineration)

WASTE+EQUIP+THERM+ELECT+
PARKDES

M

M

L

3.4.11.
Joint
sewage
water
treatment
and
valorisation

WASTE+EQUIP+FIN+PARKDES

M

H

L
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3.4.11.1.
Biogas
production
in
wastewater
treatment plants

WASTE+EQUIP+ELECT+THERM

L

M

M

FIN+ELECT

H

H

L

3.5.2.
Joint
purchase
of
energy carriers
(gas/fuel/wood)

FIN+MAT+PARKDES

H

H

L

3.5.3.
Joint
purchase of raw
materials

FIN+MAT+PARKDES

M

M

L

3.5.4.
Joint
insurance
provider

FIN

M

H

L

3.5.5.
ancillary
services
providers

FIN

M

H

M

FIN+ELECT+THERM+EQUIP

L

M

M

3.5. Contractual instruments
3.5.1.
purchase
electricity

Joint
of

Joint

3.5.6. Creation
of a park ESCO
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